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About This Game

Backgammon's back... with a bang!

Loved by millions, played for centuries, backgammon is a two-player strategy game quite unlike any other. The goal is simple:
race to get your checkers off the board first. The deceptively deep rules and rhythm of backgammon has secured it as a favorite

among casual and veteran players alike.

Whether in single, local, online, multiplayer or blasting through the madness of Blitz mode: one taste and you'll be hooked.
Rendered in a gorgeous style - harnessing cutting-edge technology - this version of backgammon isn't merely a faithful

adaptation of the game it's a world you want to reach out and touch, a place and atmosphere you want to relax in.

Graduate from pupil to master, or veteran to.... show-off!

Features:
• Authentic, immersive Backgammon game play

• Stunning HD photo realistic visuals
• Challenge your friends locally and online

• Pair-up with opponents in real-time with Quick Play
• Take on challengers across the Globe with online ranking leader boards

• Asynchronous game play
• In-game Voice-Chat between players

• Blitz Mode adds arcade excitement with fun power-ups
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• Tutorials for beginners
• Featuring exclusive board design from Alexandra Llewellyn

• Standard rules and variants included
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Title: Backgammon Blitz
Genre: Casual
Developer:
VooFoo Studios
Publisher:
Nomad Games
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2.0GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600GT or AMD Radeon HD 4600

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0C Compatible

Additional Notes: Xinput Supported Controllers

English,French,Italian,German
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The game could have been great ... but ... lack of a decent 2D display, the 3d is useless. Worst, the game has some bugs and
disconnect often. Also there is a huge missing : impossible to cancel your move, very painfull. Sadly we have no other choice for
online backgammon, i miss so much the one who was built in skype in old days :) ...
Hoping the dev reads the comments and bring the missing features, and fix the game (price's too high for the quality). There
should be at least 5 difficulty settings, this game only has 3. The jump in difficulty from "beginner" to "intermediate" is
astounding. It is nearly impossible to beat. For any good computer Backgammon game there should be at least 5 difficulty
settings. The jump in difficulty between settings is insane. I can win every game against "beginner" but I don't have a prayer
against "intermediate". They should have gradually increased the difficutly, I am very displeased with the extreme jump in
difficulty. Another thing is that there is no option to make it so that you cannot see your legal moves. I like to calculate my own
legal moves, but when the computer tells you your legal moves, it's basically playing half the game for you. Another thing is that
they should have allowed the option for manual dice rolls, just to make sure the computer isn't cheating. If you are looking for a
good Backgammon game, download "Backgammon Free" for Android, they probably have it for Apple too. It is such a better
game. The only thing that Backgammon Blitz has going for it is the good graphics. I get my♥♥♥♥♥kicked so fast by the
computer on "intermediate" that I don't even learn anything. If they would have had 5 difficulty settings, the♥♥♥♥♥kicking
would have been so gradual that I would actually learn something from my defeats. I do not recommend this game. I
recommend "Backgammon Free" for android.. Unfortunately this is not very good. Firstly I found it difficult to find people to
play online. Secondly, after finding someone to play the game constantly errors with 'game slot already in use'. This error is
across multiple machines and therefore I cannot play online. Support have been absolutely awful. Playing the computer even on
the hardest setting isn't much of a challenge as the AI (if you can call it that) is pretty stupid. It also crashes if I try to 'undo' a
move. All in all this is about as bad as it gets.. Hi --- I (a 59year old man) play Backgammon most everyday online with others or
by myself useing another program/s.

We need to build a community. Good. But where are all the cool backgammon designer boards the demo shows. Not in my
game.. A pleasant and well made game of Backgammon by VooFoo Studios. The graphics and choice music really sets a
relaxing mood. I was impressed by the customizable rules and game options. Blitz mode lets you select 3 power ups to add an
extra level of choas and strategy.

I initially had trouble accessing the online aspect but was able to resolve it by running the game with admin privileges on
Windows 10. The UI does not make it easy finding a specific friend from a large friend list but it does offer a "recently played
with" list. My only real gripe with Backgammon Blitz is the number of doubles rolled per game, sometimes 3 in successsion
(0.46% chance). None of these issues can hold back a great game like this because it was definitely worth playing.
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I love the game of backgammon, though I am by no means very skilled. I just have fun with it. I'm giving is a thumbs up but as
so many people say about so many games, they should have a "It's Ok" option. I mean the game is visually pleasing, the details
impressive, and it works. But there are a few negatives that potential players should be made aware of.

Pros
Beautiful boards

Cons
Weird die rolls quite often (like the AI rolling double sixes 4 times in a row, etc)
Unskilled AI (even on Master level it does very dumb moves quite often)
Seems to be a lack of online players
The Undo Move function crashes the game most of the time (on my system anyways)

Because of the AI being rather lackluster this game would be great for someone just learning how to play, but if you are a
seasoned player you may find yourself disappointed with this game. Again, there seems to be an absence of online players so if
you get the game, expect to play against the AI.. I love the game of backgammon, though I am by no means very skilled. I just
have fun with it. I'm giving is a thumbs up but as so many people say about so many games, they should have a "It's Ok" option.
I mean the game is visually pleasing, the details impressive, and it works. But there are a few negatives that potential players
should be made aware of.

Pros
Beautiful boards

Cons
Weird die rolls quite often (like the AI rolling double sixes 4 times in a row, etc)
Unskilled AI (even on Master level it does very dumb moves quite often)
Seems to be a lack of online players
The Undo Move function crashes the game most of the time (on my system anyways)

Because of the AI being rather lackluster this game would be great for someone just learning how to play, but if you are a
seasoned player you may find yourself disappointed with this game. Again, there seems to be an absence of online players so if
you get the game, expect to play against the AI.. dislike it ... wth. Awesome, needs support for iOS and Linux.. Sorry but I
CANNOT recommend this game. Unfortunately it is just like every other game like this that I have ever played. They start out
with reasonble dice throws then BAM! You fell like the game cheats. Say you have a piece on the post and need a 3,4 or six to
get in. THe game will roll all other numbers for at least three or more turns. Conversely if you have a pice of his on the post and
all put one number covered guess what?!? yea it rolls that number.

I give up. Wish I could get a refund but probably too late.

Sadness....

UPDATE: 3/1/2016

Ok forget it this game just simply sucks!
I gave it every opportunity but it is just not worth it. DO NOT BUY!
Wish I could get my money back it is that bad.

Example, it ALWAYS hits you because it ALWAYS gets the roll it need to hit you.
Next you RARELY get the roll you need to do, I don't know.... ANYTHING!
Save your money, pay the game like for real and not on any platform, call a friend or enemy for that matter and play the game
for real. I have not in 20 years found a program or AI to play according to the roll of the dice. Can't even simulate the rolls they
get. Total bull****.. Twice in one hour the game has crashed, without warning. As much as I love the way the game runs (when
it doesn't crash) and the graphics for it, I still think it's got a long ways to go before it can be sold for $9.99 when not on sale..
Well , to be honest totally , it's the best made Backgammon game I've ever seen , AWESOME Graphics and gameplay but I have
to say I've never found any online players yet , I tried a lot though
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I recommend the game for all backgammon players and I suggest that the devs fix the online thing
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